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Introduction
This booklet is designed to help you decide
what subject pathway you would like to
choose to study in Years 10 & 11. It will
give you details of all the pathways you can
choose and some key information about
each subject. It is very important that you
read all of the information carefully before
you make your decision.
You and your parents can find out more
about your chosen pathway and ask any
questions you may have, when you have a
meeting with either your link tutor or a
member of the school leadership team after February Half term.

We will be in touch after half term to arrange a suitable time.
When choosing your pathway, it is important to remember that most colleges,
6th forms, apprenticeships and universities
prefer you to have a broad range of subjects which may be purely academic, or
may include some vocational qualifications.
You are more likely to secure places on the
courses of your choice if you have achieved
well and have succeeded in that subject. It
may be hard to believe, but many university courses will not require you to have
studied the subject that you would like to
specialise in at college or 6th form. For example, if you are interested in Psychology,
most universities would prefer strong science qualifications to one in Psychology.

Key subjects
No matter which pathway you choose, most
students will be expected to study certain
discrete subjects during Key Stage 4:








English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Physical Education
Science
French*
History or Geography

In addition, you will study the following
as part of other subjects or special college ‘drop down days’:





Careers
Citizenship
Physical, Social & Health Education
(PSHE)
Religious Studies

(*French is recommended for most students)
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Subject pathways 2021
Please study the course information in your pathways book carefully. Your first decisions
need to be around whether you would like to study History or Geography (or Both), and
whether you would like to continue to study French. We will help you in your meeting if you
need guidance with this. You will have a total of 4 option choices which include these, but we
will be asking you to make a 5th choice as a backup just in case any of your preferred subjects cannot run due to small numbers selecting them.
Once you have made your choices, please make a note of what they are and bring the information to your meeting. The member of staff meeting with you will have recommendations
from your teachers as to what courses they think you will be good at and this can help you if
you are unsure. At KS4 we if you are following an academic pathway, we encourage you to
study French to complete the EBacc suite of subjects. Please be mindful that if this is the
case we would recommend that you only pick a maximum of one vocational qualification
(highlighted in red in the table below). Otherwise, we would recommend a maximum of 2
vocational qualifications.
GCSE Art and Design
GCSE Computer Science
GCSE Design & Technology
GCSE Drama
Cambridge National in Enterprise and Marketing

Vocational Award in Hospitality and Catering
Cambridge National in Creative iMedia
GCSE Media Studies
GCSE Music
GCSE Physical Education

GCSE French
GCSE Geography
BTEC Health and Social Care
GCSE History

GCSE Religious Education
GCSE Separate Sciences
GCSE Statistics
Cambridge National in Sport Science

It is important to note that none of these subjects are easier than others however the ways
in which they are assessed may suit different types of learners. If you choose an option with
a high portfolio content then it may be expected that you spend a significant amount of time
outside normal lesson time working on your portfolio.
Below is a table of information to guide you on the weightings of examination and portfolio
for each subject which can be used to inform your decisions. For this reason students are
limited to the number of vocational courses they can study (highlighted in red).
Subject

Exam

Portfolio

Art
Computer Science
Design & Technology
Drama
English
Enterprise and Marketing

40%
100%
50%
40%
100%
50%

60%
0%
50%
60%
0%
50%

French
Geography
Health & Social care
History
Hospitality and Catering

100%
100%
40%
100%
40%

0%
0%
60%
0%
60%

Subject
iMedia
Maths
Media Studies
Music
PE
RE

Exam
25%
100%
70%
40%
60%
100%

Portfolio
75%
0%
30%
60%
40%
0%

Science (Combined)
Science (Separate)
Statistics
Sport Science

100%
100%
100%
25%

0%
0%
0%
75%

To enhance the core curriculum on offer to students, a range of high quality extra-curricular
sessions will be offered after school – a list outlining these subjects will follow later in the
school year.
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GCSE Art & Design

This year, depending on interest, we look forward to offering a range of art and design based courses. Please select ‘GCSE Art’ initially, then stipulate your preferred option as per those detailed below.
Please note that you can only select one art based course to study.
Whichever art course you prefer, there are key aspects that run through them all:
Drawing and written annotation is a key element of all art and design courses and this must be mastered by students in order to secure the highest grade bands. All students are required to keep a
sketchbook that documents their journey through their GCSE projects. All students are required to
demonstrate enthusiasm and dedication as they are expected to commit significant time out of
school hours to the completion of tasks
What can I study?

How will I be assessed?

OPTION 1: GCSE Art , Craft & Design
This will suit you if:
 you enjoy primarily enjoy drawing and
painting
 you would like to work in a wide range of
artistic disciplines including paint, printing,
mixed media, ceramics, sculpture, textiles,
photography and photo manipulation.

All GCSE Art courses are assessed as follows:
Unit 1 – NEA - Portfolio of work - 60% of the
final GCSE grade.
This consists of all the work completed in Year
10 and in the Autumn Term of Year 11.

Unit 2 – NEA - Externally set assignment 40% of the final GCSE grade.
A final exam project begun in January of Year
OPTION 2: GCSE Three Dimensional Design
11. A 12 week preparatory period concludes in a
This will suit you if:
 you prefer sculpting and building outcomes 10 hour exam in which students must produce
a previously researched and planned final artusing a range of materials
 you would like to focus on the use of mate- work without assistance.
rials such as ceramics, wood, plaster, found
objects and the use of CAD/CAM- using soft- How will this subject help me progress to
ware such as Serif Draw and the laser cut- college & university? What kind of careers
could I follow with this subject?
ter.
 you would like to develop and create designs for sculpture, architecture, jewellery, All GCSE Art & Design courses will give you the
opportunity to pursue college diplomas or AS
interiors and everyday objects.
levels in a range of Art and Design based subjects. This will then lead to an Art Foundation
OPTION 3: GCSE Text ile Design
course (Pre Bachelor of Arts) and then a degree
This will suit you if:
course at University which will take 3 to 4 years
 you prefer focussing on colour, pattern and
to complete. All the courses above offer you
texture
opportunities to interpret ideas visually whilst
 you have an interest in designing and creat- educating you about the role of Art and Design
ing functional or non-functional textile in society. They cover some aspects of skills
items
used in the fine art, textile, fashion, three di you would like to work in a wide range of mensional design and graphics industries. Art
textile processes including applique, hand GCSE’s are particularly important if you are inand machine based sewing, weaving, colour terested in careers such as fashion/textiles,
application, printing and construction tech- photography, television and film, advertising,
niques.
theatre, illustration, interior/commercial design
and architecture as well as careers where imagination and presentation skills are required.
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GCSE Computer Science

What will I study?
Paper 1: Computer Systems
In this unit you will learn about:
 Systems Architecture
 Memory and storage
 Computer networks, connections and pro-

tocols
 Network Security
 Systems Software
 Ethical, legal, cultural and environmental
impacts of digital technology

Paper 2: Computational thinking, algorithms and programming
Written paper: 1 hour and 30 minutes
50% of total GCSE
Split into sections A and B
In Section B, questions assessing students’
ability to write or refine algorithms
How will this subject help me progress to
college or sixth-form & university?

This course gives you a wide range of skills
that can be used to access AS/A level or vocational courses in Computing and Computer
Science such as Games Design, Programming
Paper 2: Computational thinking, algo- and Computer Science. To be able to study
rithms and programming
computing/computer science at AS and A2
level you should aim for at least a 7 grade in
In this unit you will learn about:
your GCSE. A grade 6 or above in GCSE Com Algorithms
puting will allow you to access other related
 Programming fundamentals
courses.
 Producing robust programs
What kind of careers could I follow with
 Boolean logic
this subject?
 Programming languages and Integrated DeThe IT and Telecoms industry is the fastest
velopment Environments
growing industry in the UK. A Computer Science GCSE will open the door to a wide range
How will I be assessed?
of careers (the list is endless!), with job opStudents will be assessed at the end of Year portunities in systems development, IT infrastructure management, Cyber Security. Many
11 as follows:
computing graduates work as software, game
Paper 1: Computer Systems
and app developers and in the security serWritten paper: 1 hour and 30 minutes
vices as programmers.
50% of total GCSE
This paper consists of multiple choice questions, short response questions and extended
response questions
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GCSE Design & Technology

This course will suit you if…
 you have an interest in designing, inventing and engineering solutions to given
problems
 you want to develop your knowledge and
practical capabilities in working with
different materials, including CAD and
CAM
 you are interested in how technologies are
adapting to ensure we can live in a sustainable world
 you have a secure understanding of key
mathematics and science principles as
these contribute to around 20% of the final exam
What will I study?
This GCSE course is spilt evenly into two distinct parts: theoretical knowledge and practical development and application of design
and manufacture skills.
Theoretical study relates to three key areas
as outlined below:
1.







Core technical principles:
New and emerging technologies
Energy generation and storage
Developments in new materials
Systems approach to designing
Mechanical devices
Materials and their working properties

2. Specialist technical principles:

The practical element of the course focuses on
the development of key skills associated with
design processes and the manipulation of materials such timbers, textiles, metals and polymers; by hand or through computer aided design.
How will I be assessed?
The GCSE Design and Technology course consists of 2 units:
Unit 1: Written Paper; 50% of final grade.
Section A – Core technical principles (20 marks)
Section B – Specialist technical principles (30
marks)
Section C – Designing and making principles (50
marks)
Unit 2: Non-exam Assessment; 50% of final
grade.
An intensive 35 hour design task, begun in June
of Year 10, selected from a range of tasks set
by the AQA exam board. You will be required to
produce a portfolio of evidence and prototype
product that cover the following criteria:
 Identifying and investigating design possibili





ties
Producing a design brief and specification
Generating design ideas
Developing design ideas
Realising design ideas
Analysing & evaluating

How will this subject help me progress to

 The study of ecological issues, stresses college & university? What kind of careers

and forces, scales of production, specialist could I follow with this subject?
techniques and processes and finishing
You could take this course to prepare for adtreatments.
vanced level courses such as an A/AS Level in
Design and Technology or vocational qualifica3. Designing and making principles:
tions such as NVQ Carpentry or Manufacturing
 Responding to a brief to develop proto- and Production. The course lays an appropritype products that meet the needs of the ate foundation for further study of Design and
intended user through research, commu- Technology, or related subjects and careers
such as product design, engineering, interior
nication and development work.
design, jewellery design and architecture.
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GCSE Drama

What will I study?
GCSE Drama is a highly appealing course due to
the diverse range of activities, combining both
practical and theoretical approaches to learning. This combination of academic and creative
challenge with a practical focus makes for a dynamic and engaging course. GCSE Drama enables students to learn to explore real life in a
safe environment and prepares them for the
wider world. This course is suitable for students who want a firm foundation in drama,
learning to analyse script, devise, develop, interpret and communicate practical outcomes.
By understanding the process involved in drama they will improve their own performance
skills, develop their imagination and the ability
to create drama. You will learn how to communicate intention, both as an individual and
as part of a group. You will develop the skill of
working with others - teamwork, which is an
essential skill for life. You will develop your critical skills, through evaluation, analysis and reflection.
How will I be assessed?
Controlled Assessments:
Component one: Devising (40%) – Students
will create and develop a devised piece from a
stimulus and perform the piece along with analysing and evaluating the process and performance.
Component two: Performance from a Text
(20%) – Students will either perform in and/or
design for two key extracts from a performance
text.
Component three (40%): This component focuses on the work of theatre makers and theatrical choices. There are two areas of focus –
study of one complete performance text and a
live theatre evaluation.

How will this subject help me progress to college/6th form & university?
GCSE Drama is an excellent starting point for further study at A Level and for University degree
courses. Students of Drama develop creative
skills, as well as knowledge and understanding of
the Arts thus preparing them to study subjects
such as: Performance Studies, Drama & Theatre
Studies, Performing Arts, Media Studies, English
Language and Literature, Philosophy, Sociology
and Psychology, Dance, Music and Art. Crosscurricular opportunities, such as the investigation
of specific periods of time and locations relating
to the Drama context support the study of Humanities. Additionally, students develop generic
skills that feed into all courses: speaking and listening, research and investigation, analysis and
evaluation, public speaking and presentation, social skills, confidence, as well as literacy.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
The study of GCSE Drama paves the way to a wide
range of career possibilities, including those involving public speaking and presenting, leadership
and management, group co-operation and interaction, performing and communicating, teaching
and learning, problem solving and investigation,
and analysis and evaluation. It should be noted
that GCSE Drama is a very demanding subject and
students will be expected to attend extra rehearsals outside of normal school hours.
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GCSE English Language

What will I study?
All students work towards GCSE English Language. The programme of study encourages
students to read a wide range of texts, write
for specific purposes and develop speaking
and listening skills. The aim is to be able to
use language in a wide range of contexts in
order to participate effectively in society and
employment. The programme of study also
develops students’ skills in communication,
problem solving, critical thinking and working
with others.
The topics and assessment methods are explained below. In addition, students are provided with many enrichment opportunities:
theatre trips; visits from authors, poets and
lecturers; speaking & listening activities and
opportunities for wider reading.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
English Language is a key qualification for acceptance onto most college or 6th form
courses and most ask for at least a grade 5
or equivalent. To be able to successfully
study English Language at AS and A2 Level
you should aim for at least a grade 6 in your
GCSEs. At AS/A2 level a grade C or above will
help you gain access to a variety of university
courses.
What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?

English Language is a qualification that can
support a wide range of career choices as
many professions require a good standard of
verbal and written communication. If you
How will I be assessed?
choose to study English Language at university many graduates go on to become teachYear groups will be studying for GCSE qualifi- ers, barristers, solicitors, journalists and writcations in line with government require- ers.
ments. Students will be formally assessed via
100% external examinations. Students will be
given regular opportunities in class to practise key exam skills in reading & writing to
support examination success.
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GCSE English Literature

What will I study?
All students work towards GCSE English Literature alongside English Language. The programme of study encourages students to read
a wide range of texts (plays, poems and prose),
and should extend students’ enthusiasm for
literature and how it influences the reader. Students explore texts from different cultures and
traditions, connect ideas over time and become
critical readers as well as enjoying reading for
pleasure. The programme of study also develops students’ skills in communication, critical
thinking, working with others, and develops an
appreciation of the world we live in.
How will I be assessed?
All students will be studying for altered GCSE
qualifications in line with government requirements; students will be formally assessed via
100% examinations. The examinations will focus on extracts from the texts and expect students to write extended essays and analyse
characterisation and plot. Texts studied will
include Shakespeare, modern and 19th century
texts and poetry.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
To be able to successfully study English Literature at A level you should aim for at least a
grade 6 in your GCSEs. At A level a grade C or
above will help you gain access to a variety of
university courses. English Literature is a
‘facilitating subject’ – this means that many universities prefer it to other qualifications as it
provides a good foundation for degree study
no matter your choice of specialism.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
English Literature is a qualification that can
support a wide range of career choices. The
most obvious is teaching although employers
often look for Literature when seeking to fill all
types of management roles. Literature demonstrates the ability to handle large amounts of
information in critical and creative ways. Literature develops one's intellectual capacities and
those skills can be broadly applied anywhere
from managing a car sales department, to
banking or retail.
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Cambridge National in
Enterprise and Marketing

What will I study?
The Cambridge National in Enterprise and Marketing gives students the practical skills and applied knowledge they’ll need in business. The
course explores the techniques businesses use
to understand their market and develop products, investigate what makes a product viable
and understand how businesses attract and
retain customers. Students will be able to put
their learning into practice and develop valuable transferable skills.
How will I be assessed?
Students will complete three mandatory units,
comprising of an external examination and two
centre assessed tasks. Enterprise and marketing concepts is the first unit and comprises 50%
of the course. This unit is externally assessed
through a 90 minute examination, which is usually taken at the end of year 10. The remaining
2 units, design a business proposal and market
and pitch a business proposal are completed as
centre assessed tasks, providing an opportunity
for students to apply their understanding to a
business scenario, and make up the remaining
50% of the course.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
Depending on the grade the student achieves,
students can progress to a range of course.
Level 1 grades can progress to GCSE in Business Studies and Level 2 Technical Certificates
in; Accounting, Accounting and Business, Business Administration, Business and Enterprise,
Customer Service Operations, Business Support. Level 2 grades will support students to
progress to Level 3 courses such as Enterprise
and Entrepreneurship, Financial Studies, Business and Enterprise, Applied Business, Marketing, or an apprenticeship within sectors such as
a Finance, Marketing or Human Resources.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
This course will prepare students to follow a
rewarding career in business and enterprise
and beyond. This could be as a self-employed
entrepreneur, working within a large corporation or even transferring these skills in a sector
you may not expect.
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GCSE French

What will I study?
The aims of the courses will be to enable students to develop:
 an understanding of French in a variety of
contexts
 a knowledge of French vocabulary and structures
 transferable language learning skills
 the ability to communicate effectively in
French
 an awareness and understanding of countries and communities where French is spoken.
To succeed in GCSE French, you need to have a
genuine desire to learn the language. In years
7, 8 and 9, a sound foundation has already
been laid and most students, without realising
it, are already some way along the road to a
good GCSE grade.
How will I be assessed?
GCSE French is a linear course, which means
there are no controlled assessments.
You will be examined in May/June of Year 11 in
the following skills: Listening and responding,
Speaking, Reading and Responding and Writing.
Each skill is worth 25% of the final GCSE Grade.
You will be entered into either Foundation tier
(Grades 1-5) or Higher tier (Grades 4-9).

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
At least one foreign language is required if a
student wishes to achieve The English Baccalaureate, or “E-Bacc” as it is sometimes known. In
the future some universities may make it a requirement that students have achieved the EBacc in order to access any of their courses.
Students wishing to pursue their studies of
French to AS/A2 level will need to have
achieved a good grade at GCSE and will need a
firm understanding of the grammar of the language. This, along with the required A levels,
will allow students to pursue languages at university in the future, either as a main subject or
combined with many different combinations of
subjects.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
A foreign language qualification will allow you
to use that language in the workplace (in a multinational industry for example) or to travel to
work abroad. Graduates with foreign language
qualifications are sought after and valued in a
variety of fields of employment. A few examples include: politics and diplomacy, legal profession / law, public services (police, army), education (primary, secondary and further), sales
and marketing, engineering, international aid
and development, tourism and transport
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GCSE Geography

What will I study?

How will I be assessed?

The GCSE curriculum offers a range of topics
that appeal to different types of learners. Both
human and physical geography topics are covered in KS4 in equal measure and these build
on the skills and knowledge gained in Key Stage
3. Fieldwork is conducted in an urban location
and a more natural environment, where students use practical research and data collection
skills to collect and analyse information in the
classroom in preparation for their examinations.

Students sit three exams at the end of Year 11.
Papers 1 and 2 are each worth 35% of the GCSE,
and Paper 3 is worth the final 30%. The course is
exam-based only; there is no controlled assessment element.
You will be regularly tested to ensure that you are
making progress towards your target and to ensure revision strategies and exam skills specific to
Geography are in place before your final examinations. Test questions are taken from past exam
papers to make the process relevant to you and
an accurate reflection of your ability.

Paper 1: Living With the Physical Environment
 Section A – The Challenge of Natural Hazards How will this subject help me progress to college/6th form & university?
 Section B – The Living World
 Section C – Physical Landscapes in the UK
Geography prepares students with a wide range
Paper 2: Challenges of the Human Environment of skills that employers and higher education providers want to see in our young people. It teaches
 Section A – Urban Issues and Challenges
us about people, instilling tolerance and under Section B – The Changing Economic World
standing to different cultures as well as develop Section C – The Challenge of Resource Man- ing young people’s curiosity. GCSE Geography is a
agement
sound base from which to progress to A Level
study and beyond.
Paper 3: Geographical Applications and Skills
 Issue Evaluation
What kind of careers could I follow with this
 Fieldwork
subject?
 Geographical Skills
Geography GCSE leads students to a wide range
of careers, including, but not exclusive to planning, economics, aid and charity work, politics and
governance, environmental management, construction, armed forces, landscape architecture.
For an in depth look at careers in Geography,
check the Royal Geographic Association website
that dedicates a large area to exploring careers
through Geography:
https://www.rgs.org/geography/choosegeography/careers/
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BTEC Health & Social Care

What will I study?
The Health and Social Care BTEC is designed for
students who are interested in social work,
health care and childcare. It provides a practical, real-life approach and develops the specific
knowledge and skills students need to work
successfully in the care industry, such as:
 Working with a range of service users from
babies, toddlers, through to adults with specific needs and the elderly
 Communication skills to support people with
a range of needs
 Developing project management and independent learning skills by exploring provision of services in the sector
How will I be assessed?

There are three units in total that must be studied to gain the Health and Social Care BTEC.
Two of these units will be assessed by the class
teacher through marking assignment portfolios
that are completed in lessons. The third unit is
assessed by an external examination.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
This course aims to give students a broader understanding and knowledge of Health and Social care careers, developing the skills and qualities valued by employers and further education colleges. Students who wish to continue
their studies in Health and Social Care or begin
training for a specific Health and Social Care
career are better prepared if they have completed this Level 2 BTEC.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
There are many careers that involve a study of
Health and Social Care and all involve working
with people. These include care assistant, care
home manager, health visitor, nurse, nursery
nurse and social worker.
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GCSE History

What will I study?
Paper 1 :
Medicine Through Time c1250–present and
the British sector of the Western Front, 1914–
18.
Paper 2:
Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941
–91
Period study and British depth study - AngloSaxon and Norman England, c1060–88
Paper 3:
Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39
How will I be assessed?
At the end of the 3 years you will sit 3 exam
papers.
 Paper 1: Thematic study and historic envi-

ronment. This is a written examination lasting 1 hour and 15 minutes. This equates to
30% of your final grade.
 Paper 2: Period study and British depth
study. This is also a written examination
lasting 1 hour and 45 minutes. This paper
will make up 40% of your final grade.
 Paper 3: Modern depth study. This written
examination lasts 1 hour and 20 minutes
and is 30% of your final grade.

There will be a variety of questions in the examination papers. Your teacher can show you some
examples to help you practice and succeed. Examiners want you to do well and will be looking
for comments to reward rather than looking to
spot mistakes or gaps in your knowledge. Many of
the questions will be like those you have already
done in Key Stage 3.
How will this subject help me progress to college/6th form & university?
History is a key qualification for acceptance onto
most college or 6th form courses and most will
ask for at least a grade 4. To be able to successfully study History at AS and A2 Level you should aim
for at least a 6/7 grade in your GCSEs. An A-Level
in History will help you gain access to a variety of
university courses.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
History is a qualification that can support a wide
range of career choices as many professions require the good standard of verbal and written
communication that History GCSE demands. In
recent research about jobs in the futures, the skill
of analysis features heavily and as you know this is
something that we have been practising in History
since Y7. If you choose to study History at university many graduates go on to become teachers, barristers, solicitors, journalists and writers, politicians and professional historians!
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WJEC Vocational Award in
Hospitality & Catering

What will I study?
The WJEC Vocational Award in Hospitality
and Catering has been designed to provide
learners with the
opportunity to
develop a range of specialist and general
skills that will support their progression to
further study and employment in the field
of hospitality. Students will study two units:
 The Hospitality and Catering Industry
 Hospitality and Catering in Action
Within these units they will learn how hospitality and catering providers operate and
what they must take into account to be successful. Students will develop knowledge of
issues related to nutrition and food safety,
develop food preparation and cooking skills,
and obtain transferable skills of problem
solving, organisation, time management,
planning, and communication.
How will I be assessed?

The two units of work are assessed in different ways:
 Unit 1 – The Hospitality and Catering Industry
A 90-minute online examination taken in
June of Year 11, accounting for 40% of the
final grade
 Unit 2 - Hospitality and Catering in Action
An internally assessed non-exam assessment (NEA) assignment which accounts for
60% of the final grade
Completion of both units will result in the
award of either Level 1 Pass or a Level 2
Pass, Merit, Distinction, or Distinction*.

How will this subject help me progress to
college or sixth-form & university?
Successful completion of this qualification
could support entry to further Level 2 and 3
qualifications or A-Levels that develop specific skills for work in hospitality and catering, including professional food and beverage skills, professional cookery, science, and
nutrition.
What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?
According to the British Hospitality Association, hospitality and catering is Britain’s
fourth largest industry and accounts for
around
10%
of
the
total
workforce. Since 2010, over 25% of all new
jobs have been within the hospitality and
catering sector, with the majority of new
roles falling within the 18-24 age groups.
This course could lead to careers in areas
such as catering, hotel and bar management, food technology, tourism and event
management.
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Cambridge National in
Creative iMedia

What will I study?
The Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia lets
learners gain knowledge in a number of key areas in the media field and offers a hands-on approach to learning. The students will complete
four units altogether, three of these are internally assessed coursework units.
R081: Pre-Production Skills
R082: Creating Digital Graphics
R084: Storytelling with a comic strip
R091: Designing a game concept
How will I be assessed?






Cambridge Nationals are graded Pass, Merit
and Distinction at Level 1 or Level 2
Pre-production techniques – Externally assessed (25% of qualification grade)
Creating Digital Graphics – Internally assessed
(25% of qualification grade)
Designing a games concept - Internally assessed (25% of qualification grade)
Creating a comic strip - internally assessed
(25% of qualification grade)

How will this subject help me progress to college/6th form & university?
This course gives you a wide range of skills that can
be used to access AS/A level or vocational courses
in Media or Computing such as Games Design, Creative Media Production and Computing which will
then help progression to degree level Computing,
Media Studies, Digital Media and Digital Marketing.
To be able to study these courses in college you
need to aim for at least a Merit grade in your Cambridge Nationals Creative iMedia course.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
This qualification allows you to access a wide variety of careers in the media sector due to the use of
specialist equipment and software. Examples include:
 graphic designer
 web designer
 TV production
 photography
 game design
 animation
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GCSE Mathematics

What will I study?
All students work towards GCSE Mathematics.
The programme of study requires students to
study six key mathematical principles: Number,
Algebra, Ratio, proportion and rates of change,
Geometry and measures, Probability and Statistics. There is a greater emphasis on mathematical problem solving, requiring multi-step solutions, and students are expected to learn key
mathematical formulae by heart.
Students are provided with opportunities for
enrichment, including working with The National STEM Centre and United Kingdom Mathematics Trust.
How will I be assessed?
All students will be studying for the GCSE qualifications. There are two tiers of entry: Foundation (grades 1-5) and Higher (grades 4-9). Students will continue to be formally assessed entirely through external examinations at the end
of Year 11 in Mathematics, via three exams with
equal weighting towards their final grade.
These papers will consist of one non-calculator
paper, and two calculator papers. Students will
be regularly assessed in the classroom to monitor progress, and given regular opportunities to
practice key skills to support examination performance.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
Not only is Mathematics a fundamental life skill,
it is one of the key qualifications required for
acceptance onto almost all college or 6th form
courses. To be able to successfully study Mathematics beyond GCSE level you should aim to
achieve at least a grade 5 by the end of Year 11.
A-level Mathematics will help you gain access to
a wide range of university courses.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
Mathematics is a qualification that underpins a
wide range of career choices, and is essential
for some. If you choose to study Mathematics
at university many graduates go on to become
accountants, engineers, programmers, statisticians, architects or teachers.
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GCSE Media Studies

What will I study?
GCSE Media Studies offers you an interactive
and engaging course that aims to broaden students’ minds. You’ll cover all aspects of media
including language, representations, industries
and audiences, giving you both an overall and
in-depth understanding of how media represents the world. You’ll also learn about the media industry and how companies work to produce media products
You will explore a range of media from the following:
 magazines
 advertising and marketing
 newspapers
 online, social and participatory media and
video games.
 radio
 music video
 film.
How will I be assessed?

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
You can study Media Studies at A level if you
have a range of GCSEs at a grade 6 or above,
but studying it at GCSE will give you a good
grounding in the key aspects of Media Studies
and you would approach the A level course
with confidence. At A level a grade C or above
will help you gain access to a variety of university courses.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
Media is a contemporary and interactive subject which encourages you to develop your creative, analytical, research, and communication
skills, through exploring a range of media
forms and perspectives. Media Studies opens
up a variety of areas for career choice such as:





advertising
marketing
journalism
film and TV.

There are two 1 hour 30 examinations: Component 1 (Exploring the Media) is 40% of the GCSE
& Component 2 (Understanding Media Forms
and Products) is 30% of the GCSE. There is also
an NEA component: Component 3 (Creating a
Media Product) which is the more creative part
of the course. The briefs change annually and
are chosen by the exam board. This is 30% of
the GCSE.
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GCSE Music

What will I study?

How will I be assessed?

GCSE Music covers performing, composing and
listening in a wide variety of musical styles such
as popular music, film music, musical forms
and devices and also music for ensembles. Students do not have to be having lessons on a
musical instrument at the start of the course.
However, it is strongly recommended that students do play an instrument to a competent
level, as performing as a soloist and as a member of a group counts for 30% of the course.
Students, therefore, need to be willing and be
able to perform. Keyboard or singing work, already covered in Years 7–9, could be developed
further for this part of the course.

Assessment (Coursework)
Unit 1 – Performing 30% of qualification: minimum of two pieces produced which includes
one ensemble & one solo piece.
Unit 2 – Composing 30% of qualification: Section A (30%) is two compositions, one set by the
exam board. Section B (5%) is an evaluation of
the pieces.
Listening & appraising exam - 40% of the final
grade.
8 questions in total, two on each of the four set
areas of study:

The course is divided into three main areas:
Performing (30%) – students will work on solo
and ensemble performing and be recorded
twice every term.
Composing (30%) – students will learn to compose and arrange in a variety of styles set by
the exam board.
Listening & Appraising (40%) – students will
learn to analyse, recognise and discuss styles of
music from set works covering each of the four
different areas of study outlined below.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Musical forms and devices
Music for ensemble
Film music
Popular music

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
GCSE Music is good preparation for further musical study and a solid foundation for the AS/A
Levels in Music and Music Technology, as well
as BTEC National Diplomas in Music, Popular
Music and Music Technology and the new vocational A Level in Performing Arts.
What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
GCSE Music is useful for any job that involves
communication and expressive skills. Future
jobs might include careers in the music industry, publishing, entertainment and teaching music.
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GCSE Physical Education

What will I study?
Throughout this course students will be taking
part in a wide variety of different sporting activities such as table tennis, netball, athletics, badminton and more. 30% of the course is assessed
practically; therefore students opting for GCSE PE
must be competent in this area. Consequently,
students must participate in sports outside of College and have a genuine enthusiasm for the subject. Furthermore, attendance at extra-curricular
clubs is compulsory. Students must also complete
an in-depth evaluation of how to improve in a
sport. Strong links with the theory element of the
course will be necessary for a positive mark.
Much of the course is assessed on a theory basis
which is broken down into two components,
which really do demand an interest in this subject.
The first, ‘Fitness and body systems’, requires students to focus on applied anatomy and physiology, as well as how we train. The second ‘Health
and performance’, focuses on factors underpinning participation and performance in sport.
How will I be assessed?

How will this subject help me progress to college/6th form & university?
Students will need to achieve a grade 4 or above
at GCSE to access AS/A level courses.
Grades 9 - 4 in GCSE PE will enable students to secure a place on Level 3 BTEC courses. At A-level
students need to secure an A – C grade in order to
successfully access sports-related university courses.

What kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?
GCSE PE develops transferable and key skills that
employers are looking for and can lead to a wide
variety of employment opportunities, such as recreational management, leisure activities, coaching,
the fitness industry, the armed forces and the Civil
Service. Some examples of careers that link closely to PE are: sports coach/teacher, physiotherapist,
sports psychologist, fitness instructor/personal
trainer/aerobics instructor, health nutritionist

Students will be studying in line with Government
requirements. Our chosen examination board,
Pearson Edexcel, indicate that the GCSE course
will be a 60% theory/30% practical/10% performance analysis split:
 60% theory (two examinations at the end of
Year 11). Component 1 accounts for 36% of the
overall theory grade whilst Component 2 accounts for 24%.
 30% practical (MUST be in one team sport, one
individual sport and one open choice from the
sports available).
 10% analysis of performance via a controlled
written task called a Personal Exercise Programme (PEP).
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GCSE Religious Studies

What will I study?

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?

The Study of Religions, Beliefs, Teachings
and Practices.
Religious Studies is a key qualification for acceptance onto most college or 6th form
In this unit, you will learn about:
courses and most will ask for at least a grade
 Christianity
5. At A-Level, a GCSE in Religious Studies can
 Islam
lead you on to courses not only in Religious
Studies or Religious Education, but also in
Thematic Studies.
Ethics and Philosophy. To be able to successIn this unit, you will learn about:
fully study these subjects at AS and A2 Level
you should aim for at least a 6/7 grade in
 Relationships and Families
your GCSEs. An A-Level in Religious Studies
 Religion and Life
will help you gain access to a variety of uni Religion, Crime and Punishment
versity courses and will help you to develop
 Religion, Peace and Conflict
key skills required for university.
How will I be assessed?
At the end of Year 11, you will sit 2 papers.

What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?

Religious Studies is a qualification that can
support a wide range of career paths. Many
employers, regardless of the job require a
good level of written and verbal communication, something which Religious Studies will
give you the opportunity to develop. Many of
those who study Religious Studies at university level go on to careers such as teachers, acPaper Two: Thematic Studies
 This is a written examination that lasts 1 ademics, politicians, charity workers, youth
hour 45 minutes. This equates to 50% of workers and solicitors.
your final grade.
There will be a variety of questions in the examination papers, ranging in marks from 1 to
12. During your course, your teacher will show
you many examples of how you can succeed,
as well as you having the opportunity to practise questions frequently to allow you to build
confidence. Many of the questions and the
content studied will make some links to what
you have studied during your Key Stage Three
RE lessons.
The assessment will be 100% examination.
Paper One: The Study of Religions, Beliefs,
Teachings and Practices
 This is a written examination that lasts 1
hour 45 minutes. This equates to 50% of
your final grade.
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GCSE Science Combined - Trilogy

What will I study?
The GCSE Science course allows students to
gain two GCSE grades. Students will follow
the AQA GCSE combined Science – Trilogy
GCSE. This qualification includes studying a
range of Biology, Chemistry and Physics topics and challenge students to show an understanding of scientific numeracy. Students
will also be expected to develop their working scientifically skills, with a series of required practical’s. Their knowledge in this
area will be tested on in the terminal examinations. Students are challenged to explore
the Science that underpins everyday life by
developing a critical approach to scientific
evidence and methods.
How will I be assessed?
Students’ progress will be monitored
throughout the course using summative and
formative assessment methods. If students
require support additional intervention sessions will be offered. Students will be formally assessed via 100% external examinations. Students will have regular opportunities to acquire and develop practical scientific skills throughout the course. There will
be series of compulsory investigations that
will need to be completed in class and the
skills acquired from completing these investigations will be tested in the examinations.
Students will be given regular opportunities
in class to practice key exam skills in literacy
and numeracy to support examination success.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
Science is a desirable qualification for acceptance onto most college or 6th form courses. Students who have successfully studied
GCSE Combined Science – Trilogy are prepared
to go on to study all Sciences at AS and A2 level and to do so you should aim for at least a
grade 4 in your GCSEs. Achieving an AS/A2
grade in one of the Sciences will give you access to studying a degree in one of the Sciences.
What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?
There are a great many careers that are science based. Some students will specifically
train at university for these careers, while others will complete a general Science degree and
then complete their specific training afterwards. Careers include Astronomy, Engineering, Forensic Science, Medicine, Microbiology,
Nuclear Physics, Pharmacology, Physiotherapy
and Science teaching.
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GCSE Separate Sciences

What will I study?
The GCSE Separate Sciences allows students
to gain a GCSE in each of the three separate
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
Students are challenged to explore the Science that underpins everyday life by developing a critical approach to scientific evidence and methods. Students will learn the
key concepts of Biology, Chemistry and
Physics and study how they are applied by
professional scientists. There is an emphasis on scientific literacy and scientific numeracy.
How will I be assessed?
Students’ progress will be monitored
throughout the course using summative and
formative assessment methods. If students
require support additional intervention sessions will be offered. Students will be formally assessed via 100% external examinations. Students will have regular opportunities to acquire and develop practical scientific skills throughout the course. There will
be series of compulsory investigations that
will need to be completed in class and the
skills acquired from completing these investigations will be tested in the examinations.
Students will be given regular opportunities
in class to practice key exam skills in literacy
and numeracy to support examination success.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
Science is a desirable qualification for acceptance onto most college or 6th form
courses and many ask for at least two 5’s or
equivalent. Students who have successfully
studied GCSE Separate Sciences are well
prepared to go on to study all Sciences at AS
and A2 level and to do so you should aim
for at least a 6 in your GCSEs. An AS/A2 level qualification will help you gain access to a
variety of university courses.
What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?
There are a great many careers that are science based. Some students will specifically
train at university for these careers, while
others will complete a general Science degree and then complete their specific training afterwards. Careers include Astronomy,
Engineering, Forensic Science, Medicine, Microbiology, Nuclear Physics, Pharmacology,
Physiotherapy and Science teaching.
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GCSE Statistics

What will I study?
GCSE Statistics is the branch of Mathematics
that focusses on collecting, processing, representing and analysing data as well as
looking at probability. You will learn about
the statistical enquiry cycle and statistical
methods. You we learn how what data to
collect, what calculations you can work out,
how you might present the data in diagrams
and what they all mean.
How will I be assessed?

There are two tiers of entry: Foundation
(grades 1-5) and Higher (grades 4-9). Students will continue to be formally assessed
entirely through external examinations at
the end of Year 11 in Statistics via two exams with equal size and weighting towards
their final grade. Students will be regularly
assessed in the classroom to monitor progress, and given regular opportunities practice key skills to support examination performance.

How will this subject help me progress to
college/6th form & university?
Studying GCSE Statistics ensures students
develop confidence with statistical techniques which can open many doors in future careers. Some units of work in A-Level
Mathematics and Further Mathematics are
focussed on Statistics. It can also be beneficial in other Level 3 qualifications such as
GCE in Biology, Economics, Geography, Psychology and Sociology, and vocational qualifications such as BTEC in Business.
What kind of careers could I follow with
this subject?
Statistics is a qualification that underpins a
wide range of career choices, and is essential for some. If you choose to study Mathematics and Statistics at university many
graduates go on to become accountants,
engineers, programmers, statisticians, architects or teachers. Statistics is helpful in any
career where quantitative methods are
used.
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Cambridge National in
Sport Science

What will I study?

How will I be assessed?

Students on this course will study key areas
of sport science, including sports injury; nutrition and performance; the application of
training principles; technology in sport and
sports performance.
This qualification is not a GCSE (but has
GCSE equivalence) and as such offers students the chance to develop different types
of skills through practical means when relevant to learning. Knowledge and understanding is gained and evidenced through a
portfolio of work, comprising of: written assignments, filmed evidence, witness statements, a fitness programme, PowerPoint
presentations and posters.
During the course, the students will study
two mandatory units (one of which will be
assessed through an externally set exam),
and two optional units. Please see below.

All centre assessed tasks are externally
moderated by our current exam board
(OCR).
Communication, problem solving, team
work, evaluation and analysis, performing
under pressure and formulating writing
findings from practical investigations are all
transferable skills which can be learned and
assessed through this qualification and utilised in many other educational and employment settings.

Mandatory Units
Reducing the risk of
sporting injuries
Applying principles of
training
Optional Units
The body and its response to activity
Sport psychology
Sport nutrition
Technology in sport

How will this subject help me progress to
college or sixth-form & university? What
kind of careers could I follow with this
subject?

Carrying the same gravitas as the GCSE, this
course will also serve as a stepping stone
for A-level Physical Education, Psychology,
Assessment
Applied Science and Human Biology and it is
Written exam (1 hour – fully recognised by universities, in which the
same opportunities will be available for
60 marks)
those students wishing to follow this pathCentred assessed task –
way.
assignments
Centred assessed task assignments
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